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Biden Campaign Offers to Debate Trump With No
Audience

AP Images

President Joe Biden offered to debate former
President Donald Trump earlier today,
posting on X:

Donald Trump lost two debates
to me in 2020. Since then, he
hasn’t shown up for a debate.

Now he’s acting like he wants to
debate me again.

Well, make my day, pal.
pic.twitter.com/AkPmvs2q4u

— Joe Biden (@JoeBiden) May
15, 2024

Trump accepted the debate in a response posted on Truth Social, stating:

It is my great honor to accept the CNN Debate against Crooked Joe Biden, the WORST
PRESIDENT in the History of the United States and a true Threat to Democracy, on June
27th. Likewise, I accept the ABC News Debate against Crooked Joe on September 10th.
Thank you, DJT!

Communications Director for Biden 2024 Campaign Michael Tyler stated the Biden campaign is
proposing debates without audiences, in an effort to avoid “distractions” and “spectacle,” stating on
CNN:

Listen I think the Trump campaign made their proposal very clear when Donald Trump said
he’d be willing to debate anytime anywhere anyplace and so what we want and what we
have laid out is that we want to do this sooner rather than later, we should do it in June
after his criminal trial is likely to have concluded and after the President returns from the
G7 summit, it should be yes in studio with no audience so the candidates can clearly
articulate their visions for the country, free of distractions, free of spectacle,

Tyler believes former President Donald Trump should agree to the CNN debate without an audience,
stating:

Listen its Donald Trump who said he would do this anytime anywhere anyplace so I don’t
think that they should have any problems with what we have proposed, he’s the one who
said he’s ready to go, so we should be set to go once we have proposals in from networks,
we’re excited to debate, the question is will Donald Trump accept it.

https://x.com/JoeBiden/status/1790713878248038478
https://t.co/AkPmvs2q4u
https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1790713878248038478?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://twitter.com/JoeBiden/status/1790713878248038478?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://truthsocial.com/@realDonaldTrump/112445853503725634
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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Conservative political consultant and Trump ally Alex Bruesewitz responded to Biden’s announcement,
noting five jump cuts in the video statement, stating on X:

You have 5 jump cuts in a 14 second video. You’re not mentally “there.” No jump cuts
allowed during debates, crooked Joe.

— Alex Bruesewitz �� (@alexbruesewitz) May 15, 2024

https://x.com/alexbruesewitz/status/1790716931466514493
https://twitter.com/alexbruesewitz/status/1790716931466514493?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw
https://thenewamerican.com/author/dderidder/?utm_source=_pdf
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
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